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The Pierre Auger Observatory

AGASA, HiRES (‘90s)
Telescope Array (2008-2019)

Pierre Auger Observatory Phase 1
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The largest UHECR observatory ever built - 3000 km (~Luxembourg)

Hybrid design
1600 water Cherenkov 
detectors to sample the 
shower plane at earth (SD)

24 fluorescence 
telescopes in 4 sites (FD)

Low energy enhancements both in SD (infill) and in FD (HEAT)

85% of sky coverage, angular resolution <1° above the ankle

 Exposure at the highest energies/loosest cuts: 120000 km2 yr sr 2004-2020
40-70x larger than previous experiments (AGASA, HiRES)

9x larger than the northern complementary TA



Auger, PRL (2020)

ankle instep toe
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Spectrum and composition observables integrate over the sphere information about

acceleration, propagation, source escape spectrum, distance

Spectral features (change of index) confronted with combined 
spectrum-composition models are markers of source characteristics 

Ankle, 5 EeV
Transition from galactic 
to extragalactic sources

Instep, 10-15 EeV
Peters cycle 

(mass of primary CR)

Toe, 40-50 EeV
UHECR horizon (GZK)
or source exhaustion

Spectrum, composition and arrival direction

Anisotropy analyses

Break down the flux based on arrival directions
Try to pinpoint the sources directly



A brief history of anisotropy studies 
Auger, Science 2007 Auger, Science 2017

Auger, ApJL 2018

~ 27 evts ≥ 57 EeV ~ 32,000 evts ≥ 8 EeV ~ 900 evts ≥ 39 EeV
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2007
2017

2018

2020
27 events > 57 EeV

20/27 within 3° 
of nearby galaxies 

10 clustered 
in the Centaurus region

32,000 evts ≥ 8 EeV

>5σ dipolar-like flux

In line with nearby 
galaxy stellar mass 
distribution (2MRS)

900 evts ≥ 39 EeV

4σ evidence for correlation 
with nearby starforming 

galaxies

3σ level for other types 
of galaxies 

2600 evts ≥ 32 EeV



Building the dataset
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Largest dataset ever built at the extreme energies: 2635 events with energy above 32 EeV

“Vertical”
2040 with zenith angle θ<60°

“Inclined”
595 with zenith angle θ>60°

Highest energy range for dipolar searches 
(where dipole significance drops)

2635 above 32 EeV
647 above 50 EeV
261 above 64 EeV
36 above 100 EeV (0.1 ZeV!)
Highest energy event: 165 EeV

 https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.6504276

https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.6504276
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Blind searches for overdensities
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Search with little to no a priori : most prominent overdensity in the whole observable sky

Parameter space is scanned in
● Direction (R.A., Dec)
● Threshold energy Eth = {32, 80} EeV
● Top-Hat angular scale Ѱ

Largest significance post-trial 2.2σ 
found at (RA, dec)=(196.3°, -46.6°) or (l, b)=(305.4°, 16.2°)
Nobs = 156 vs Nexp=98 at Eth 41 EeV and Ѱ=24°



Autocorrelation and correlation with structures
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Autocorrelation
Pairs of events separated by 
given angular distance
Scan in threshold energy, angle Ѱ

Structures
Events in proximity of local 
astrophysical structures
Scan in threshold energy, angle Ѱ



Looking for the sources
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EeV cosmic raysElectromagnetic 
emission

Star formation
Generic/stellar mass = IR from 2MRS (>40’000 galaxies 2.2 μm)
Burst = radio from Lunardini+19 (44 galaxies, 1.4 GHz)

AGN activity
Accretion = X-rays from SwiftBAT (523 galaxies at 14-195 keV)
Jet = γ-rays from 3FHL (26 galaxies at 10 GeV-1 TeV)

Uncut 2MRS catalog color coded in redshift

CenA, jetted AGN NGC415, non-jetted AGN M82, starburst

Attenuation weights based 
on luminosity distance and 
electromagnetic emission to 
estimate UHECR flux

Result: 4 flux-limited samples - Jetted AGNs, all AGNs, Starburst galaxies, all galaxies



Catalog-based searches
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Fit of attenuated flux+isotropy 
Variable signal fraction and smoothing scale

All catalogs have most significant signal at Eth=38-41 
EeV, scale  Ѱ=23°-27°, signal fraction ɑ=6-15%

Significance 3.1σ for jetted AGNs, 
4.0σ for Starburst galaxies
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Comparing the sky models
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All models capture the hotspot in the 
Centaurus region (M83+NGC4945+CenA)

The starburst model adds the “warm-spot” in the 
galactic south pole (NGC253)

Hotspot missing in the Virgo Cluster 
(l,b) (280°, 75°) in the IR galaxies model

Direct comparison between models shows mild 
preference for including vs excluding SBGs (2-3σ)



Excess in the Centaurus region

20°

M83

Cen A

NGC 4945

Auger, Science 2007
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Motivation
A priori: prominent area in the Council of Giants

Flagged area since the first anisotropy results (7% of current exposure)
Most significant overdensity present in the blindsearch
Driving hotspot in all the catalog based models

Direction fixed to CenA, 
scan in threshold energy 
and angle Ѱ

3.9σ post-trial 
for Eth=38 EeV, Ѱ=27°

Excess=Nobs-Nexp=215-152=63



Evolution of signal
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Starburst significance was 4.0σ in ApJL2018, 4.5σ at ICRC2019

The drop in significance is mirrored in a plateau of the excess in the Centaurus region

Compatible with linear growth within the expected variance
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Accessing and using the data and code
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 https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.6504276

The dataset is available for public use
with the code to reproduce the results

The different analyses are split in two subgroups:

● Targeted and Blind for blindsearch, autocorrelation, 
astrophysical structures, Centaurus region

● Catalog Based

Plots are produced by the scripts in Visuals

The code adapts to different datasets, provided the source is changed in Data/DataPath.h

Requirements: ROOT, HealPix

https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.6504276


Status, and what to do now?
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Anisotropies in the toe region with Auger phase 1 data

~4σ from search in Centaurus region, confirmed by catalog-based searches.

Largest signal from starbursts, mild catalog preference compared to others

1
Additional information and data

With AugerPrime addition of Xmax 
information: Select the light component

“Dumb test”: removing 25% simulated heaviest 
component gives 5σ significance in the Centaurus 
region analysis

TS growth rate ~ 2 units / year (full array)
With TS(5σ) ~ 35
⇒ Auger-only discovery with current 
approach in 2025-2030

2 
Full-sky coverage

Auger only sees 85% of the sky

⇒ Combination with Telescope Array (10% of 
Auger exposure) promising with the upgrades 
AugerPrime and TAx4

3
Connection with large scales

Interconnection at the instep of the large 
(ankle) and small/intermediate (toe) scales

Connect sky pattern maps in the local 
universe with UHECR flux maps

Di Matteo, ICRC2021

Biteau, ICRC2021
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Editorial board
Claudio Galelli (Università di Milano)

Lorenzo Caccianiga (INFN Milano)
Jonathan Biteau (Universitè Paris Saclay)

Geraldina Golup (Centro Atomico Bariloche)
Ugo Giaccari (Radboud University Nijmegen)

Paul Sommers (Penn State)
Lorenzo Cazon Boado (Universidade de Santiago de Compostela)

Thank you for your attention
 https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.6504276
https://arxiv.org/abs/2206.13492

https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.6504276
https://arxiv.org/abs/2206.13492
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Backup slides
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Likelihood computation

TS evaluation

Count density in the H1 (signal) hypothesis Count density in the H0 (isotropy) hypothesis

Directional exposure of the observatoryContribution from each galaxy

Signal fraction
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Evolution of TS, Signal fraction and search 
radius as a function of Threshold energy

Evolution of signal
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